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BLT Chair

Diary
Dates
2015

Fri 13 – Sat 21 Mar 2015 at 7.45pm

A Chorus
Of Disapproval
by Alan Ayckbourn
Directed by Kay O’Dea

In The Bar

Thu 26 - Sun 29 Mar 2015 at 7.45pm

Harper Regan
by Simon Stephens
Directed by David Griffiths

Fri 17 – Sat 25 Apr 2015 at 7.45pm

BLT’s entry for the BTG and KDA Festivals 2015

Compleat Female
Stage Beauty
by Jeffrey Hatcher
Directed by Jane Buckland

Fri 15 – Sat 23 May 2015 at 7.45pm

The Rise And Fall
Of Little Voice
by Jim Cartwright
Directed by Wayne Sheridan

Fri 12 – Sat 20 Jun 2015 at 7.45pm

Daisy Pulls It Off
by Denise Deegan
Directed by Jessica-Ann Jenner

Fri 10 - Sat 18 Jul 2015 at 7.45pm

The Pitmen Painters
by Lee Hall
Directed by Pauline Armour

Fri 11 - Sat 19 Sep 2015 at 7.45pm

Yes, Prime Minister
by Antony Jay & Jonathan Lynn
Directed by Paul Campion

In The Bar

Thu 24 - Sun 27 Sep 2015 at 7.45pm

Invincible

by Torben Betts
Directed by Nikki Packham

Fri 9 - Sat 17 Oct 2015 at 7.45pm

To Kill A Mockingbird
by Harper Lee. Adapted by Christopher Sergel
Directed by Andy Solts
Fri 6 - Sat 14 Nov 2015 at 7.45pm

Handbagged

by Moira Buffini • Directed by Kyle Cluett
Fri 4 - Sat 12 Dec 2015 at 7.45pm

The Ladykillers
by Graham Linehan
Directed by Mike Savill

Except for In The Bar shows,
there are no performances on a Sunday.



Daniel Ryan and Ha
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Andy Solts, Debbie Griffiths and Pete Ditchburn in BLT’s December 2014 production of Great Expectations

O

ne
aspect
of BLT of
which a
number of
members
may be
unaware,
unless
they are
parents of
school-age
children, is our thriving Youth Group. More
than 30 children attend regular sessions on
Saturdays, run by professional drama leaders, and the numbers are increasing. Two
young actors nurtured by the Youth Group
appeared recently in Brighton Beach Memoirs and gave great performances alongside
the adults. This lively group of young people
is nevertheless rapidly outgrowing the space
we can offer, so one of our possible longterm plans for the theatre – finances permitting – is to redevelop the rehearsal room
and surrounding storage areas to create a
larger, more flexible performance space for
rehearsals and Youth Group activities, and
ultimately to increase the use of the theatre
during the day by letting to local groups or
running daytime sessions ourselves.
These plans, and others, all depend on
negotiating a long lease with our landlords
and the board, and our development group
has been working hard to secure this. Our
lease has been extended for one more year,
and as I write this in mid-February, we
have arranged a meeting with our landlords this week to negotiate a mutually
agreeable long-term plan for the theatre.

As soon as a long lease is agreed, we can
set to work improving the building and
facilities, and start to plan the changes in
our organisation that will be needed to
accompany them. In 2016, we hope to have
altered our premises licence to allow us to
sell tickets directly to the general public.
This will enable you as members to tell
friends, neighbours and workmates etc
about our productions, and they can then
book tickets directly online without having to be a guest and be signed in. We will
retain all the benefits for members, such as
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Spotlights and reduced ticket prices. We are
considering introducing some kind of priority booking for members. Anyone acting
or directing will still need to be a member.
I would welcome any ideas or comments
you have about these changes.
We are fortunate at BLT that our auditions
attract a good turnout and draw in some
really accomplished actors, but if you have
always fancied being onstage and have
little or no experience, don’t let that put
you off. There are often non-speaking roles
available. Our auditions are open to anyone,
and you only need to become a member if
you are cast. Most auditions are relatively
informal, and you don’t have to come with
a prepared speech or anything learnt by
heart. Remember “they also serve who only
appear in Act One to stand and serve the
tea”, and you’ll meet a lot of friendly people!

Bromley Theatre Guild represents most of
the amateur theatre groups in Bromley, and
organizes the Full-Length Play Festival, for
which April’s production of Jeffrey Hatcher’s Compleat Female Stage Beauty is our
entry this year. I have been attending BTG
meetings for the past few months in my
capacity as BLT representative and I am
impressed by the way that local societies
have raised funds to support the festival. Do
try and attend the performances of some of
the other societies’ entries this year, and of
course, turn out in droves for our own!
We have been in discussion with Hever
about repeating our successful and enjoyable performances there last summer, and
although nothing has been finalised yet, it
looks as though BLT will be presenting The
Pitmen Painters there in August 2015.

Finally, we are glad that the mess and
upheaval surrounding the refurbishment
of Bromley North Village – East Street to
you and me – has finally been cleared away
and that the approach to the theatre no
longer resembles a building site. Thank
you to everyone who picked their way over
broken paving stones and piles of gravel to
get to the theatre. •
- Jane Buckland
(janeb@bromleylittletheatre.org)

Key Contact Areas:
board@bromleylittletheatre.org
playgoers@bromleylittletheatre.org
Chairman:
chairman@bromleylittletheatre.org
Tel: 07900 580841
Key: Jane Buckland
Finance:
finance@bromleylittletheatre.org
Key: Howard Binysh
Artistic:
artistic@bromleylittletheatre.org
Tel: 07984 722308
Keys: Pauline Armour / Jane Buckland
Youth Group:
artistic@bromleylittletheatre.org
Membership:
membership@bromleylittletheatre.org
Tel: 07871 155216
Key: Christina Jeremiah
Box Office:
boxoffice@bromleylittletheatre.org
Tel: 079178 53621
Key: Paul Ackroyd
Spotlights magazine:
spotlights@bromleylittletheatre.org
Key: Stevie Hughes
Website:
update@bromleylittletheatre.org
Key: Stevie Hughes
Publicity:
update@bromleylittletheatre.org
Key: Pat Jones
Bar:
bar@bromleylittletheatre.org
Tel: 01689 870326
Key: Pauline Pead

Bromley Little Theatre
Registered Charity No. 1132561

www.BromleyLittleTheatre.org
President: Michael York OBE

COVER:
Alison Green in BLT’s December 2014
production of Great Expectations
Photo: Dave Jones (www.ashleighvideo.co.uk)

Spotlights is published by Bromley Little
Theatre Ltd, North Street, Bromley, Kent
BR1 1SB. Any views or opinions expressed
by individuals in Spotlights are done so
independently and are not necessarily
the opinions of Bromley Little Theatre
Ltd or its directors.



Previews

Review

GREAT EXPECTATIONS

Fri 13 – Sat 21 Mar 2015 at 7.45pm
(not Sun 18)

Thu 26 – Sun 29 Mar 2015 (at 7.45pm)

A Chorus Of
Disapproval

Harper Regan

In The Bar

Fri 13 – Sat 21 Feb 2015 at 7.45pm
(not Sun 15)

December 2014

Even before curtain-up, the obvious ‘great
expectations’ puns had been given a good
airing on social media, so I shall spare you
them now, but it goes without saying I
had… high hopes for this show.

Doors were obviously 2014’s end-of-year
theme. Directly on the heels of the multivestibuled Collaborators – which itself
darkly homaged the year starter, Boeing
Boeing – Pauline and Dan Armours’ vision of Dickens involved an abundance of
doors. Mobile and multifunctioning, they
not only served as entrances and exits but
also as backdrops to streets, cemeteries,
Satis House and several other settings.
This was a marvellous concept and, on the
night I saw, went off without a hitch, operated with practice, finesse and ease by an
ensemble balletically manoeuvring them
across the stage, appearing through or
behind them as the play required.

In a stylised piece like this, ensemble is, of
course, key and what an ensemble it was.
At the heart of it was newcomer Pete Ditchburn as Pip. His portrayal of this seminal
literary character proved wholly engaging,
and carried with it just the right level of
emotional engagement to characterise the
peaks and pitfalls of the journey that he
goes on to fulfil his expectations, great and
otherwise.

It is always a pleasure to see my old sparring partner Howie Ripley on stage, and he
made a marvellous Magwitch. Fearsome and
physical, his presence made an impact from
the off and proved a delightful juxtaposition to his later rendition of Sarah Pocket, in
which he lustily seemed to be channelling
the spirit of Terry Jones from Monty Python.
Although a little in danger of chewing up
and spitting out the scenery in the latter
role, in context of the pacey, punchy nature
of the play it can be easily excused, and
provided more than a merry laugh as the
evening went on.



Alison Green proved a wonderfully effective Miss Havisham in a portrayal that was
positively ethereal. Dressed in an increasingly decaying bridal gown, she seemed to
glide across the stage with a wraith-like
quality, enhanced by the haunting tone of a
voice at once venomous and despairing. As
her ward Estella, Hazal Han gave a suitably
cold interpretation of the part and carried
off her performance with confidence and
gusto. This was no mean feat, as she joined
the cast very late on in the day, not that one
would have thought her any less prepared
than the rest of the cast, and she captured
the essence of her character beautifully.

As Mrs Joe, Debbie Griffiths proved a formidable and fearsome character, completely
inhabiting the role before, in one of my
favourite moments, her transformation
to the altogether more pleasant Biddy, a
dramatic shift which again showcases this
actress’s marvellous talents. Her portrayal
of Wemmick, managed with gusto and
gentlemanly vim, was the final piece of a
trifecta of brilliance this evening.
Her stoic husband, Joe Gargery, was filled
by newcomer to BLT, Andy Solts, who effectively captured the optimistic simplicity
of the character, a trait which threw into effective contrast the business-like efficiency
of his Mr Jaggers later. A veteran of the
Beckenham stage, he was certainly a wellcast and welcome addition to this evening’s
proceedings and unquestionably will be set
to return for more.

Jane Amos-Davison, returning to the
Bromley stage after quite a hiatus, provided a swaggering and suitably Dickensian
interpretation of Mr Pumblechook, another
familiar character from English lessons in the
past, of whom I had a very strong preconceived image. Jane fulfilled it admirably.
Completing the ensemble was Giles Tebbitts, last seen on stage in the trenches in
My Boy Jack, and he proved himself the
quintessential Mr Wopsle, inhabiting the
character in a way that Dickens himself
would surely have approved of. Rich in
voice and presence, he commanded the
stage and was a joy to watch, particularly
adorned as he was with a luxurious mane
of hair once, I understand, sported by
Wendy Craig.

As you can tell from that last statement,
production values were high. Costumes
from Kerstin Beard were extremely evocative and firmly established the Dickensian
aura of the piece. Special mention must
also go to Tom Dignum’s wonderfully
moody and atmospheric soundtrack, which
imbued many scenes with an altogether
filmic atmosphere. I was slightly disappointed I couldn’t see the scenery painted
on the backdrop, glimpses of which I
picked up through the occasional gap in the
action, but that is the price of the doors, I
suppose.
And so, as maintained from the outset, my
own great expectations were most certainly fulfilled: a wonderful production on
which to end a wonderful year, and a great
scene-setter for the season to come.
What larks indeed! •
- Mike Savill

Photo: Dave Jones (www.ashleighvideo.co.uk)
.....................................................
Hazal Han and Andy Solts in
BLT’s December 2014 production of
Great Expectations

by Alan Ayckbourn

Directed by Kay O’Dea
An Olivier Award-winning play in 1984,
and last seen at BLT in 1989, the 2012
revival in the West End starred Rob Brydon
and demonstrated that the heady mix of
sex, laughs and amateur theatricals is hard
to beat.
A lonely and shy widower, Guy Jones, joins
a local amateur light operatic society and
rises through the company ranks purely by
his inability to say no – this spills over into
his personal relationships with members
of the society.
The play is juxtaposed with scenes and
music from John Gay’s The Beggar’s Opera.
Skilfully, Ayckbourn draws parallels between the characters in the opera and the
private lives of the amateur thespians.
CAST:

Dafydd : Mark Jamieson
Hannah : Ruth Makepeace
Guy : Richard Toynton
Bridget : Ami Williamson
Linda : Jessica-Ann Jenner
Ted : Tony Jenner
Enid : Emma Kerby-Evans
Jarvis : John Turnbull
Rebecca : Jan Greenhough
Ian : Richard Gissing
Fay : Freya Finnerty
Mr Ames : Robin Ferguson
Crispin : Andy Washbrook
Chorus : Penny Cullen, Chris Raven
& Jennifer Washbrook •

by Simon Stephens

Directed by David Griffiths
Harper Regan is a bittersweet drama of
family life and a compassionate study of
the emotional journey a brave and likeable
woman undertakes in an attempt to make
sense of her life after it has been blighted
by several different kinds of crisis.
Harper, a working mum living in Uxbridge,
asks her boss for time off to visit her dying
father in Stockport. After a brief encounter
with a teenager she believes she knows,
and, treading carefully through a typical
family scene with her husband and daughter, she leaves.

In the course of her northern odyssey,
Harper encounters strange men in Stockport pubs and Manchester hotel rooms,
before confronting both the mum she hasn’t
seen in two years, and the disquieting
truths about her own family life.
Harper Regan premiered at the National
Theatre in 2008 and Simon Stephens’
sharp, gritty and, at times, witty treatment
of a mid-life search for truth has a perfect
setting in the BLT bar.
CAST:

Harper Regan : Hilary Cordery
Elwood Barnes / Duncan Woolley :
Philip Cohen
Tobias Rich / Martin Ashton : Daniel Ryan
Seth Regan : Mike Savill
Sarah Regan : Rebecca Riddlestone
Justine Rose : Kamila Gorecka
Mickey Nestor : Joe Dominic
James Fortune : David Griffiths
Alison Woolley : Lesley Robins
WARNING: This play contains content
and language that may offend. •

Compleat
Female Stage
Beauty
by Jeffrey Hatcher

Directed by Jane Buckland
BLT’s entry for both the 2015 BTG FullLength Play Festival and the KDA Festival!
In the early years of Charles II’s reign, the
ban on female actors on the London stage is
lifted, signalling almost overnight the end of
the career of Kynaston, the most successful
interpreter of female roles of his age, .
Jeffrey Hatcher’s lively, modern play negotiates beautifully and honestly the theme of
sexual identity and the importance placed
on it by society, producing some moments
that are bawdy and hilarious, and others
that are moving and poignant. Historical
characters such as Charles II, Nell Gwynn
and Samuel Pepys all play prominent parts
in the story. The production will be in period costume.
CAST:

Edward Kynaston : Howie Ripley
Thomas Betterton : Matthew Platt
Samuel Pepys : Paul Ackroyd
Villiars : Bruce Wallace
Maria : Charis Anna Beyer
Lady Meresvale : Roxana Graves
Miss Frayne : Helen Scott
Sir Charles Sedley : Martin Phillips
Margaret Hughes : Megan McGery
Charles II : James Mercer
Nell Gwynn : Jaimi Keemer
Hyde : Paul Green
Mistress Revels : Jan Greenhough
Other parts played by Tom Dignum,
Michael Baker and members of the cast.

WARNING: The adult themes and brief
scenes of a sexual nature in this production
may make it unsuitable for children. •

To BOOK: Visit: www.TicketSource.co.uk/BromleyLittle • Email: BoxOffice@BromleyLittleTheatre.org • Tel: 0333 666 3366 
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Stevie Hughes, Niki Mylonas
and Harrison North in BLT’s
Janaury 2015 production of
Brighton Beach Memoirs

Brighton Beach MemoirsH

H

S

et in Brooklyn, New York, Neil Simon’s
Brighton Beach Memoirs records the life
and struggles of an immigrant Jewish family
in the 1930s, shortly before the Second
World War. The narrative is seen through
the eyes of 15-year-old Eugene Jerome
(Harrison North). Eugene aspires to be a
writer, hence the play’s title.
Tensions within the family give Eugene
plenty of material for his memoirs, but
the play also records Eugene’s own rite of
passage as he becomes sexually aware and
discovers the delights that girls can offer. I
enjoyed Harrison’s portrayal of Eugene very
much; he got the audience on his side right
from the start with his asides, which continued throughout the play and were often
very funny. His scenes with older brother
Stanley (Daniel Ryan) were a particular
pleasure – poignant, moving and funny in
equal measure as Stanley tries to educate
Eugene in the ways of the world. I found myself still smiling about the “golden palace of
the Himalayas” on the way home. As Stanley,
Daniel brought an impressive maturity and
understanding of character to the stage for
such a young actor. His energy and lovely
comic timing were a real pleasure.



Staying with the younger cast members,
Abigail Bailey (Eugene’s older cousin Nora)
authentically captured the frustrated, selfish teenager with aspirations to be a star,
who feels that her family, particularly her
mother, simply don’t appreciate or under-

stand her. As Laurie, the over-pampered
younger cousin, Imogen Rampton was also
impressive, particularly her American accent, which remained consistent throughout – no mean feat. I enjoyed both girls’
performances very much. Indeed, one of
the pleasures of this production for me was
witnessing the very real talent of so many
younger actors from BLT’s Youth Group.
I look forward to seeing them back on the
main BLT stage and hope that BLT’s artistic
programme continues to give our younger
members plenty of opportunities to showcase their talents.

The actors in the generation above also did
well: Stevie Hughes was completely convincing as Jack, the overworked father and
head of the household. His calm, quiet, stillness was in nice contrast to the volatility of
some of the female family members around
him. I really felt the weight of responsibility
on Hughes’ shoulders, epitomised for me
when he asked with resignation, knowing
the answer, “Can this family afford principles?”. Hughes is an experienced actor,
which showed, and in my view, this was one
of his best performances.
As sisters Kate and Blanche, Niki Mylonas and Fran McMenamin worked
well together and provided much of the
emotional intensity in the production. I
was particularly moved by the scene when
they were forced to confront the different
treatment they had received at the hands

of their parents, and how that had affected
them throughout their lives. The relationship between sisters can be fertile ground
for dramatic material (just think Disney’s
biggest ever hit film, Frozen!), and this play
explored that to good effect.

Review

Crooked Wood

he title Crooked Wood might suggest
gothic horror, but there was the doormat at the foot of the stairs, together with
upturned flower pots and the sign telling
us we were entering the right house. When
I walked into the BLT bar, I saw a space
filled with good, old furniture, topped by a
plethora of knick-knacks and lamps, some
of the latter with threadbare shades, and
a wonderful wind-up gramophone. The
scene was set for a civilised confrontation
between old-world manners and philanthropy, and new-world greed. The story of
nasty property developer and poor old person refusing to leave their lifelong home
is not new. However, this delicious little
gem of a play, based on a TV film called
Number 27 by Michael Palin and adapted
and updated by Gillian Plowman, gave this
scenario several different twists.
Enter nasty property dealer number
two: Andrew Veitch, a young man whose
lifestyle and that of his wife Sally, is clearly
based upon earning – by fair means or foul
(mainly foul) – as much money as possible. We first see him trying to persuade
Miss Barwick to take the money and run,
so to speak. For me, the delight of the play
rests in the fact that we quickly realise that
Miss Barwick, our 87-year-old heroine,
has her own agenda and is always one step
ahead of the game. So she soon has young
Mr Veitch eating out of her hand as he at-

tempts to fix the leaks in the roof and mend
the hot-water boiler. She also wins over his
wife, a young lady dedicated to restoring
the best that money can buy and installing
it in their new home. Miss Barwick does
have one ally, Quentin, who has chosen to
campaign for the likes of Miss B, rather
than carry on in the dubious business of
estate agency, when he was once the partner of Mr Veitch. As for Mr Murray Lester,
our nasty property dealer, whose combination of first names causes our heroine
some confusion, he is warmly welcomed
into the home he is so determined to have
bulldozed, and although he is anxious to
get rid of Miss B by fair means or foul, she
turns the tables on him very neatly.
The set, designed and constructed by Tony
Jenner, lighting and sound design by JessicaAnn Jenner and costume design by Roxana
Graves were well thought out and complemented the play and the actors perfectly.
I only wish I had more space to elaborate.

Acting in such an intimate space can be
intimidating, but this ensemble was totally
at home here. Phil Cairns as Quentin was
truly sincere about his mission, and reacted
well to both his old partner Andrew’s initial
superior attitude and his subsequent determination to save properties rather than
destroy them. Piers Newman as Andrew
Veitch gave us a man safe in his modern
world, until humanity slowly emerged

under Miss Barwick’s tuition. Jaimi Keemer
as Sally Veitch showed the same qualities, though I would have liked a slightly
slower delivery and a few pauses while
she noted the valuable pieces, particularly
the japanned chest. Mike Savill as Murray
Lester strode through this clutter of memorabilia like an evil Colossus, though a touch
of whispered menace would have varied
the tone and pace. That said, the audience
certainly knew who to hate.

Jan Greenhough as Miss Barwick gave us a
woman who looked, moved and spoke as
one of her age and class. Her facial expressions were a delight, and we felt her joy
at having visitors at last and the tender
moments with Andrew, who became the
son she never had. However, she could also
handle Murray Lester with authority, and
when he refused to help, saying “I’ve got a
bad back” and she replied “Oh, I haven’t”, it
was a line perfectly delivered.
It was obvious that director Jessica-Ann
Jenner knew exactly how to build on the
story, and the actors moved well around
the small space. I liked the way they struck
props and costumes and coped with quick
changes. Jess laid the foundations for a
thoroughly enjoyable evening. •
- Nikki Packham

Photos: Dave Jones (www.ashleighvideo.co.uk)

If I have one criticism of the production,
it would be that the full ensemble family
scenes needed greater tension and more
of a sense of a family living on top of one
another without privacy, struggling to make
their way in a world which was rapidly
becoming antisemitic – the reality of which
must have been almost claustrophobic.
This would have then made more sense of
the tensions and volatility in other scenes.

The production was well staged, with an
impressive and effective double-storey
set. Lighting was used nicely throughout
to highlight different parts of the house
– although there were the odd patches of
darkness on the night I saw the show where
perhaps the lighting changes weren’t quite
quick enough. Costumes were appropriately 1930s, and Blanche’s green evening dress
in particular had the wow factor.

This was a poignant, funny and touching
production, with some super individual
performances. Well done to all involved. •
– Hilary Cordery

Photos: Phil Cairns (http://philcairns.zenfolio.com)

Jan Greenhough and Piers Newman in
BLT’s January 2015 ‘In The Bar’ show
Crooked Wood



Fran McMeneman in
BLT’s January 2015
production of
Brighton Beach
Memoirs

Jan Greenhough in
BLT’s January 2015
‘In The Bar’ production
of Crooked Wood



Imogen Rampton and Abigail Bailey in BLT’s January 2015 production of Brighton Beach Memoirs

